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CMC is overusing

Squash

Poly may
face water
shortage
By Sandra Coffey
Staff Writer

Pumpkins sit in readiness to “cut ioose” during tomorrow’s Haiioween festivities.

DARYL SHOPTAUOH/Mustang Dally

Athletics referendum would up student fees
By Jennifer Smagala
Staff Writer

On Nov. 4 and 5 students will vote on a referendum calling for a
$4 student fee increase to help support athletic scholarships.
John Rembao, leading proponent of the athletics referendum, said
that the referendum is backed by the Athletics Department and the
Administration. He said, “ Students can’t continue to keep taking,
they need to start giving something back to the institution.
“ Everyone at this university needs to work together instead of
putting the blame or brunt of the problem on someone else,’’ Rembao
said. If the referendum passes, students, administrators and outside
sponsors will all contribute to scholarship funding.
Pat Gibson, leading opponent for the referendum, said that the
Administration has overlooked athletics fund-raising and ad
ministrators are “ copping out by asking students to pay the bill for
scholarships.’’
Gibson contended that there are professional consultants who
specialize in fund-raising, and work with non-profit organizations to
plan specific fund-raising programs. “ The person President (Warren)
Baker had appointed to do fund-raising resigned his position, and no
one was rehired for the job. Now, the Administration simply wants
to ask for the cash to supplement the fund-raising,’’ he said.

According to Rembao, if the referendum does not pass, athletic
teams may have to drop out of the leagues in which they currently
compete. This means students who are currently on scholarships will
no longer receive those monies, and they will be free to pursue their
athletic interests at other schools.
Gibson countered that the Administration is trying to use scare
tactics with the students. “ If the referendum does not pass it will
simply force the Administration to do their job: fund-raising.’’
University Related Services (part of the Foundation) will con
tribute $150,(X)0, and SUM AT (Supporters of Mustang Athletic
Teams) will also raise $1(X),000 per year if the referendum passes,
said Rembao. A contingency on the ballot states that if monies from
the university do not come through, the $4 fee will not be collected
from students.
Rembao said $1.33 a month is not too much to ask of students to
keep a successful Division II Athletics Program continuing at Cal
Poly.
“ If you look at this referendum like you are paying for another
person’s education, you have not considered that California tax
payers pay for approximately $5,000 of our education,” Rembao
said.
See ATHLETICS, back page

Water on campus may become
a problem if the university’s
present supply is used up before
a new source can be fully access
ed, said a Cal Poly official.
Executive Dean Doug Gerard,
who is also chairman of the
Whale Rock Commission, said
Cal Poly is one of three recipients
of water from the Whale Rock
Reservoir in Cayucos. The City
of San Luis Obispo and Califor
nia Men’s Colony also receive an
allotted amount of water from
the reservoir.
The reservoir was developed in
1959 by the City of San Luis
Obispo and the state Legislature,
which funded the project to pro
vide water to the three con
sumers, according to Gerard. The
water in the reservoir was divid
ed up into different amounts that
the Whale Rock Commission felt
best suited the recipients’ needs.
The water is classified into two
divisions: city water and state
water. The city has its separate
supply; Cal Poly and CMC’s
supplies are state-allocated.
The Whale Rock Reservoir
holds 40,(XX) acre feet of water
and has a safe annual yield of
3,900 acre feet per year. One acre
foot is equivalent to the amount
of water needed to cover one acre
of land one foot deep in water,
which is about 330,000 gallons of
water. The safe annual yield is
the amount of water that can be
used without drying up the res
ervoir by using too much water
at any one time, Gerard said.
Since the safe annual yield
limit was set and water limits
were placed on the individual
users, problems have developed
for all three groups, Gerard said.
CMC has grown from a popula
tion of 2,400 to 7,000 inmates,
and “ all those prisoners drink
water and flush toilets,” Gerard
said.
Sec RESERVOIR, page 8

State employees affected

Salary limit to be proposed
IN QUOTES

By Gita Virmani
s t a ff W rita r

Limiting the salaries of state employees is the primary purpose of
Proposition 61, the California Fair Pay Amendment.
Proposition 61 was initiated by Paul Gann, who co-drafted Pro
position 13 for the 1978 ballot. Gann and his group. People’s "Ad
vocate Inc., are the major backers of the measure.
Under Proposition 61:
□ The salary of the governor, scheduled to rise next year from
$49,(X)0 to $85,000, would be fixed at $80,000. Salaries of other con
stitutional officers would be set at $52,000.
See PROP. 61, back page

New tax laws may have
a great effect on stu
dents and universities,
Including fund-raising
and
grants.
See
INSIGHT, page 5.

We all know that books burn — yet we have the
greater knowledge that books cannot be killed by
fire.
— Franklin D. Roosevelt
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Do you enjoy working
with computers?
Carlos
H errera,
mechanical
engineering senior:
Yeah, 1 do. They’re good at
solving tedious calculations that
a person wouldn’t want to solve.
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It’s that Halloween time of
year again and everybody is
ready for a good scare. And no
body could write horror better
than Edgar Allan Poe. So, I got
to wondering: What would the
old master have put on paper if
he had written his classic poem
“ The Raven’’ today? Heaven
knows we have enough things to
be afraid of. Here is one possibil
ity. I call it “ The Maven.’’
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Once upon a midnight dreary,
while I pondered, weak and
weary
Over many a quaint and
curious volume of forgotten lore
As I read Newsweek and Time,
on every page there was a crime
And 1 shuddered at the
thought of what Ron Reagan had
in store.
Just two more years till ’88 for
that aging dinosaur
Only this and nothing more.

Jeff M ackenzie, engineering
technology junior:
Not all the time. They don’t
always do what you think you
told them to do. Also it’s
frustrating not knowing how to
fix your mistakes properly.

■r-

A tale of horror

Ah, the thought will never
fade, of the death for which we
paid.
When we sent the Contras aid,
in the region of El Salvador.
Oh, their warnings were
titanic, and they caused a Com
mie panic,
Or was it just mechanic, to

Shom be R a n d a ll, electrical
engineering freshman:
No. I just plain hate com
puters. Maybe it’s because I
don’t fully understand them —
they speak a different language.
It gets very frustrating.
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Kenneth Dintzer
move towards another war?
In the movies the good guys
always win the war
But that happens never more.
The stacking of the Supreme
Court and Edwin Meese’s sex
report
Chilled me, filled me with fan
tastic terrors never felt before.
Acting with religious zeal they
did the Bill of Rights repeal
Just like the Joe MaCarthy
days of yore
Just like the witchhunts of
Salem lore
A crime that’s felt forever
more.
But the man was so beguiling,
the whole country still was smil
ing
When the summit left our
safety just as distant as before.
Enraptured by a Star War’s
blaster, flirting with untold
disaster
Old excuses aging faster, still
caught up in keeping score.
With this grim, ungainly.

I plainly feel the man’s insane,
from James Watt to acid rain
And his attempts to let Exxon
drill off our beloved shore.
We cannot help but thinking,
that the old man’s been drinking
And that with his sheepish
winking, *he’s sold our country
like a whore.
The damage done is to the
core.
It will be fixed, nevermore.
Presently their crimes grew
stronger, hesitating then no
longer
As everything they did was
wronger, wronger than before.
We watched amazed as they
lied, and then supported apar
theid.
“ No, women,’’ they cried, “ The
cost of your diamonds must not
soar.’’
I can’t wait till they’re shown
the door
And we take back the Senate
floor.
Yet, still one thought chills my
core
The many cries of “ Just four
more.’’

letters to'the editor
Politics doesn’t belong
in the Supreme Court
Editor — Ope of the issues on the
Nov. 4 baiiot is reconfirmation of six
Caiifornia Supreme Court justices.
This seemingly simple procedure,
designed to allow voters the ability
to remove an incompetent individual
from the high court, has become a
hot political issue. At the heart of
the issue are the judicial futures of
Justices Rose Bird, Cruz Reynoso
and Joseph Grodin. Unfortunately,
their fates are being decided on the
grounds of their political motivation,
rather than how well they are doing
their jobs.
The responsibility of the courts
and the judiciary is to apply the
laws of the land, regardless of the
political ramifications. This duty
sometimes places the court in the
uncomfortable position of reaching

Kim Solis, home economics
freshman:
No, not at all. I’m more of a
people person, not a machine
person.

ghastly, gaunt and ominous
threat of yore
We’ll have peace nevermore.

FOOD FOR
THOUGHT

a conclusion which, on moral
grounds, it would prefer not to
reach. Occasionally, the justices
must reverse a lower court ruling,
not because they feel the judgment
was wrong, but because it was
reached in an improper way. Unfor
tunately, many of these rulings in
volve murderers and other gross
abusers of the law.
A careful reading of the decisions
of the current court reveals that
these justices are performing their
assigned duties well. They are
studying the law and applying it
with reason and consistency.
Whether we agree with their deci
sions should not be the issue; it is
not the court’s responsibility to
reform law according to public sen
timent. This is the job of the
legislature.
It is important for Californians to
consider carefully their reasons for
voting for or against these justices.
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WOWies the difference
in football attendance
Editor — This is just a note of
correction regarding the Oct. 27
column by Dan Ruthemeyer,
“Everybody loves a winner.” The
Sept. 13 football game with Cal
State Chico drew 4,330 WOWies and
their parents. This game took place
during the parents’ program (the
weekend before WOW). Tickets to
the game were sold as a part of
WOW. In addition, there was a pre
game barbecue. In other words. Dad
footed the bill so that the whole
family could have dinner and catch
the game. Dad is so enthusiastic
about these things.
BRIDGET PARSONS

by Berke Breathed
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And when they are done reasoning,
it is important that they cast their
votes, for every vote is important to
the preservation of our freedom.
DANIEL M. WISE
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Newsm en work to free colleague
WASHINGTON (AP) — A “ Free Terry Anderson’’ petition
drive has attracted the signatures of more than 1,200 journal
ists demanding freedom for the U.S. newsman and the other
hostages in Lebanon.
The drive was launched three weeks ago by two Associated
Press reporters who initially set out just to gather support from
the Washington press corps.
But friends and co-workers of Anderson, the AP’s chief Mid
dle East correspondent, began circulating copies of the petition
in New York, on the West Coast and, more recently, in foreign
capitals.
One reporter gathered signatures at the recent superpower
summit in Reykjavik, Iceland, and 135 newspaper editors sign
ed it last week at the Associated Press Managing Editors con
vention in Cincinnati.
Scores of journalists signed the petition in Tokyo, where
Anderson was once an officer of the Foreign Correspondents
Club of Japan.
The petition asks President Reagan, Secretary of State
George Shultz, their counterparts in the Middle East and others
with influence in th at' strife-torn region “ to work diligently for
the speedy release’’ of Anderson and the other prisoners.

letters to the editor
Reader urges a no vote
on water proposition
Editor — I am writing this letter to
urge Cal Poly voters to vote no on
Proposition 65. Proponents call it
the "Clean Water Initiative," making
it look like a choice between safe
and unsafe drinking water. In
theory, the idea is a great one. I’m
sure all of us want safe drinking
water in California. But in practice,
this initiative would be impractical.
It would severely hurt California’s
economy, and ironically would have

an adverse impact on environmental
protection.
The problem stems from the pro
vision which inhibits any discharge
of any listed chemical into any
source of drinking water. Again, this
sounds like a good idea, but it
wouldn’t work. California already
has the toughest chemical registra
tion and use laws in the country.
Zero discharge requirements for
thousands of man-made and natu
rally occuring chemicals, without
consideration of risk, exposure
levels or economic and technical
feasibility would result in the ban

ning of many products and new
technologies.
Prop. 65 is not anti-pollution, it’s
anti-agriculture
and
anti-big
business. Exempt from Prop. 65 are
some of the state’s biggest
polluters — municipal landfills,
sewage treatment plants and
military installations.
Some people say it won't hurt
agriculture. The California Farm
Bureau, the California Chamber of
Commerce and George Deukmejian
say otherwise. Who do you believe?
Vote no on Prop. 65.
BRETT ROBINSON
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Bird lags in reconfirmation poll
LOS ANGELES (AP) — State Supreme Court Justice Cruz
Reynoso trails in his confirmation battle for the first time, while
voters are closely divided on Justice Joseph Grodin, and Chief
Rose Bird continues to lag by nearly a 2-to-l margin, according
to a new statewide poll.
The KABC-Teichner Associates poll of 1,200 registered voters
shows Reynoso with 20 percent in favor, 26 percent opposed, 33
percent of the voters saying they don’t know how they’ll vote,
and 21 percent saying they never heard of him.
In Teichner’s Oct. 8 survey, Reynoso had 19 percent in favor
of his confirmation, 15 percent opposed, with 66 percent
undecided or never heard of him.
Grodin, who narrowly led in the earlier survey, received 21
percent in favor, 24 percent opposed, 34 percent don’t know,
and 21 percent reporting they never heard of Grodin.
Bird, who has lagged in virtually every statewide opinion poll,
continued to trail decisively, 29 percent in favor, 52 percent
opposed and 20 percent undecided.
Despite the extensive political advertising campaigns involv
ing the justices, the majority of California voters are either
undecided or simply' have never heard of. Grodin and Reynoso,
according to Teichner.
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Would be official state language

Prop. 63 concerns use of English
By Suzanne Carson
Staff Writer

Proposition 63 is an initiative
to amend the California State
Constitution to declare that
English is the official language of
the state. The English language
has never had any special status
conferred upon it by the con
stitution.
P ro p o sitio n
63
provides
guidance to the legislature, the
governor and the courts in the
protection and preservance of
English. Its stipulations include:
□ Passing no law that would
ignore or diminish English.

C alifornia
elections
□ Issuing voting ballots and
materials in English only (except
where required by federal law).
□ Ensuring that immigrants
are taught English as quickly as
possible.
□ Requiring that people func
tion in English except where
health, safety and justice require
the use of other languages.
□ Weighing the effect of any
proposed legislation on the role
of English as the official
language of the state.
□ Allowing any California res
ident or person doing business in
the state the legal right to sue
the state to enforce these provi
sions.
This amendment, proposed by
Sen. S.I. Hayakawa, would have
no effect on the costs and reve
nues of the state and local gov

ernments, according to the State
L e g is la tiv e A n a ly s t J o h n
Vickerman.
Nor does the amendment pro
pose to supersede any of the
rights guaranteed to the people
by the Constitution.
Proponents of Prop. 63 argue
that passage of this amendment
will move California away from
tensions of language rivalries
and ethnic distrust by reversing
that trend and strengthening our
common bond of the English
language. With one shared
language, proponents contend,
people will learn to respect other
people and cultures with sym
pathy and understanding, and
everyone can participate in this
culture while not losing their
own.
Proposition 63 would not pro
hibit the use of languages other
than English in unofficial situa
tions, such as family com
munications, religious ceremo
nies or private business. It also
would not prohibit teaching
foreign languages.
The 1 million signatures col
lected in order to put Proposition
63 on the ballot is indicative of
public support, proponents say.
It was the third largest number
of petition signatures in Califor
nia history.
On the other hand, opponents
say that Proposition 63 does
nothing positive to increase
English proficiency, but instead
discriminates against those who
have not had an opportunity to
learn it.
Opponents say that Proposi
tion 63 would isolate non-English
speaking persons from essential

government services such as 911
emergency operators, public ser
vice announcements, schools and
courts. They further contend
that Proposition 63 would make
the transition into American
society more difficult, therefore
discouraging the assimilation of
new citizens.
One opponent of Proposition
63, California history and Amer
ican social history professor
Jam es G regory
from
UC
Berkeley, says that Proposition
63 is just another in a long line of
reactions against different ethnic
groups.
“ There’s a real tradition here,’’
Gregory said. “ It seems to pop
up every generation or so, as the
demographic arrangement of
California shifts and some new
group appears. There’s always a
sizeable group that reacts, that
worries the society cannot sur
vive too much diversity.’’ For
these people, Gregory said. Pro
position 63 becomes a symbol —
not a real issue.
Cal Tech political scientist
Bruce Cain disagreed at least in
part with Gregory and the views
of other opponents. Cain said
that there may be some perceiv
ed elements of symbolic racist
politics in Proposition 63, but it’s
a possible answ er to the
language problems in this state.
“ There are a lot of reasonable
people out there who are worried
about what’s going to happen to
California society if we have too
many people who don’t speak
English; they have a genuine
concern about whether the fabric
of society can absorb so many
new people,’’ Cain said.

calendar
thursday 3 0
•ASI Outings will sponsor a
leadership workshop to teach
basic communication and leader
ship skills at 11 a.m. Thursday in
the Craft Center Gallery.
•The Student Health Advisory
Committee will sponsor a blood
drive from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
T h u rs d a y
in
C h u m a sh
Auditorium.
•Nick Friesen of the L.A.
D epartm ent of W ater and
Power/ASME vice president in
charge of the West Coast Divi
sion will speak at 11 a.m. Thurs
day in Science Building Room
E-27.
•W a lte r
G.
B auer,
the
bioprocess operations manager
at Central Research Laboratories
at the Monsanto Co. will speak
on “ Bioprocessing at the* Mon

santo Life Sciences Research
Center’’ at 11 a.m. Thursday in
Science Building Room B-5. The
speech is sponsored by the
Distinguished Speakers Series in
the School of Engineering.
“ Search For Food,’’ a new
wave band, will play at 11 a.m.
Thursday in the University
Union Plaza.
•The Downtown Business Im
provement Association and radio
station US98 will co-sponsor a
Halloween costume party at 7
p.m. Thursday in front of the
Mission Mall. Pumpkin-carving
entrants should arrive by 6:15
p.m., and costumed contestants
will compete at 7:30 p.m.

friday 31
•ASI Outings will sponsor a
beginner backpacking trip to
Mineral King National Park Fri
day through Sunday. More in
formation is available in Univer
sity Union Room 112.
Submissions contributed fo r
consideration fo r publication in
Calendar must be received by
noon two days prior to the event.

Former student killed

By Elmer Ramos
Staff Writer

A former Cal Poly student was
killed Sunday when his cjir
plunged off a cliff near Big Sur in
Monterey County.
Joseph Patrick Stephens, 24,
was driving southbound on
Highway 1 at approximately 3
p.m. when his car went off the
cliff, said officer David Peelo of
the California Highway Patrol. A
highway patrolman was driving
behind Stephens and witnessed
the incident.
The patrolman said Stephens’

car was traveling about 30 mph
when it swerved off the road and
plunged down the 800-foot cliff.
Stephens was ejected from the
car about 150 feet from the top,
and the car came to rest halfway
down the cliff.
Stephens was from Los Altos
and received a bachelor’s degree
in industrial arts in March. Ac
cording to records, he had been
admitted to the Cal Poly
master’s program in education
but did not register for fall
quarter.
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Tax reform
will affect
some students

Educators worried that tax law
may decrease college donations
America’s colleges and universities and impose a
Charitable contributions to universities and col
significant
financial hardship on the institutions
leges may decrease substantially in the next year
and students they serve.”
as a result of a clause in the new tax law signed by
“ Hold our own”
President Ronald Reagan last week. But university
Despite such gloomy predictions, officials at Cal
officials say Cal Poly will probably not experience
Poly say the true effects are unknown at this time,
any significant negative effects.
but for now there is not much to worry about here.
Under the new law, effective Jan. 1, 1987, people
Stanley Halpern, director of Annual Giving and
who do not itemize their deductions on their tax
University Development Services for Cal Poly, said
returns will not receive full credit for their
he thinks private universities will be more vulner
charitable contributions. Because the new law
able to the law than will Cal Poly because more of
eliminates some widely used deductions, many
their funds come from donations.
people may choose not to itemize. Figures quoted
“ In all honesty we don’t know
in The Chronicle of Higher
(the effect it will have). If the ex
Education put the number of * * * i ^ * « * “
perts are right in their predic
taxpayers who currently do not
tions, they’re expecting a 16 to
itemize at 56 percent, with that
Cal Poly officials are 20
percent drop in contributions.
number expected to rise to 73
not
afraid
of
the
new
But
we’ll be surprised if we don’t
percent under the new system.
hold our own,” Halpern said.
Lawrence B. Lindsey, assistant
tax law’s effects.
He said he didn’t expect Cal
professor of economics at Har
Poly to experience a major drop
vard University, said donations
to educational institutions are --------------------- -------------------- in contributions because, among
other reasons, the university’s fund-raising efforts
expected to decline by about 16 percent in 1988,
have brought in a steadily increasing amount of
amounting to $ 1.6 billion.
money in the past few years.
The president of the University of Minnesota has
Last year the Office of Annual Giving received
gone on record as saying “ For higher education
just under $400,000 from a pool of 60,000 alumni
this bill is mostly losses.”
and about $120,000 from a group of about 12,000
And in a joint statement quoted in the Chronicle
parents. In combination with these and other
of Higher Education, presidents of the American
Council on Education, the Association of American sources. Cal Poly raised $655,000 in donations last
Universities and the National Association of In year.
Halpern said there is not much cause for worry
dependent Colleges and Universities said the tax
See DONATIONS, page 6
law would “ seriously compromise the vitality of

Sweeping new tax reform, aimed primarily at
easing the tax burden on the middle class, will also
affect students by requiring portions of financial
aid to be declared as taxable income.
Any financial aid, that is, money not required to
be paid back, received in excess of tuition and
course-related expenses must be added to students’
taxable income when filing tax returns, according
to Barry Toiv, legislative assistant to Con
gressman Leon E. Panetta (D-Carmel).
Under the new tax rules, signed into law by
President Ronald Reagan last Thursday, courserelated materials are defined as course-required
fees, equipment, books and supplies.
Any financial aid earmarked for room and board
must be declared as taxable income, Toiv said. But
if a scholarship or grant is less than the sum of
tuition and course-related materials, the money can
be used tax-free for room and board as long as it is
not specifically designated for that purpose on fi
nancial aid applications.
Toiv said the provision will not prevent colleges
and universities from offering grants and scholar
ships.
“ Frankly, what it may may mean is that in some
cases for a student to receive a grant, the college
may have to offer more money for the student to
end up with the same amount after taxes,” he said.
“ But that may be something some colleges and
universities are not in a position to do.”
While the bulk of the tax law will take effect Jan.
1, 1987, the scholarship provision will not apply to
any monies received prior to Aug. 17,1986. Any
thing granted and used to pay for expenses be
tween Aug. 17, 1986 and Jan 1, 1987 will also be
treated under present law.
“ One of the best things about this tax law is that
it takes 6 to 6.5 million low-income people off the
tax roles,” Toiv said. “ Low-income people, especially students, have
gotten lower tax rates with this.”
The tuition allowance for Cal Poly students is $707 per year, and
book allowance is $384 per year, totalling $1,091. For a Cal Poly stu
dent, any financial aid over this amount is taxable.
According to Larry Wolf, director of Financial Aid at Cal Poly, ap
proximately 10,000 students applied for financial aid last year, and
between 5,000 and 6,000 students received some funds.
And even though 60 percent of Pell Grants offered exceed $1,100,
Wolf said he doesn’t expect a change in the number of financial aid
applicants.
“ The additional taxable income probably won’t affect too many stu
dents because they don’t usually make enough to put them over the
non-taxable limit,” he said.
Under the new tax law, single persons with taxable income less than
$5,000 will not be subject to tax. Students who don’t hold jobs and
have expenses paid by parents
■ * ^ * i* * * * ^ * ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m
will not have to pay taxes if they
receive financial aid less than
$5,OCX). Students holding average
Students who work
part-time, minimum wage jobs
while going to school
may earn $3,000 per year work
ing 15 hours per week during
may face penalties
school and 30 hours per week
under the new law.
during the summer. Such stu
dents, if receiving $2,000 in fi
nancial aid, also would not be
penalized under the new tax
----------------------------------------rules.
Students earning more than minimum wage, working, and requiring
financial aid to make ends meet may have more difficulty.
Although the new law may not cause financial problems for some
students, “ it will be something of a pain for students because they will
have to show the money as taxable income,” Wolf said. “ Students will
probably be calling here to find out how much money they received to
include on their tax forms.” He said there are no plans to issue forms
similar to the W-2 to let each student know how much money they
received.
Despite reassurances that the new provision will not constitute a tax
burden for most students, the leaders of three higher education
associations were quoted in The Chronicle of Higher Education as saySec STUDENTS, page 6
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g the situation created will be
ifair.
The statement by the Amerin Council on Education, the
ssociation of American Univerties, and the National Associaon of Independent Colleges and
niversities pointed out a
aradox: “ It seems a strange in;rpretation of ‘fairness’ to
eate a situation in which an afuent student whose education is
aid for by his or her parents has
3 tax liability while a needy
udent who finances school
trough a combination of sumler and term-time jobs might
nd himself of herself paying
;xes on a grant.’’

Barry Toiv agrees. “ That’s a
very legitimate concern; there’s
no doubt about it,’’ he said.
“ Frankly that’s always been the
case. A student who has had to
take out loans to work his way
through school has always had to
pay taxes on his money earned.
But in general, under the new
reform, lower income people will
be paying less taxes.’’
For a campus such as Cal Poly
— where the majority of the stu
dent body lives too far to com
mute to school each morning —
room, board and transportation
costs are major concerns and ex
pensive parts of a college educa
tion. Many people, including Cal
Poly President Warren Baker,

have denounced this part of the
tax reforms.
“ I don’t think it’s appropriate
that students who earmark
scholarship money for room and
board should be taxed on that
money,’’ Baker said.
Student Loans
In addition to the gift money
tax, deductions for interest
payments on student loans will
be phased out by the year 1991.
Toiv said this part of the reform
decreases the value of financial
aid received, but he added that
interest payment deductions are
also being phased out on
automobile loans. However,
parents who borrow money
against the equity of their homes

still is an educational bargain,’’
Halpern said.

the tax base by limiting deduc
tions, exclusions and credits.
James Strom, vice president of
University Relations, agreed that
Cal Poly may not feel the same
effects as other universities.
“ It’s going to vary from agency
to agency and institution to in
stitution.’’
He explained that fund-raising
on campus is better and more ef
ficient than it has been before.
But he noted that it will be
necessary to examine the actual
effects of the law in about a year
to determine if new fund-raising
tactics are necessary.
Cal Poly President Warren
Baker concurred that this cam
pus will not see the drastic
decline in donations many people
in higher ed u catio n have
predicted. In particular. Baker
said he thinks corporate dona
tions will remain constant.
“ Corporate giving has been go
ing up in the past few years,’’ he
said, “ they give donations here
more for the quality of education
here at Cal Poly. They like to
help with special programs and
they benefit from it as well,
because they can choose from
graduates that have been trained
on state-of-the-art equipment.’’

to pay for their children’s educa
tional expenses will be allowed to
deduct their interest payments.
Another aspect of the tax
overhaul that may affect stu
dents is the provision that inter
est earned on money given to
children by their parents will be
taxed at the parent’s rate if the
child is still being declared as a
dependent.
In the past, many parents have
placed bank accounts under their
c h ild re n ’s Social
Security
number to avoid paying large
taxes on dividends earned, Toiv
said. This provision is designed
to prevent such things from
happening.

Toiv added that this could
penalize students who are given
a lump sum of money for a col
lege ed u catio n from th eir
parents. In most cases, students
who are getting money from
their parents will be spending the
money rather than keeping it in a
high interest earning account.
But students whose parents are
not receiving credit for them as
dependents will not be affected
by this.
“ This is aimed at families who
put much money in their
children’s accounts then collect
tax-free interest,’’ he said. “ Not
everybody has the advantage of
being able to do that.’’

)O N A T IO N S
rom page 5
n this campus because people
ive to Cal Poly for more reasons
lan the tax deduction it has
llowed them.
“ There’s a saying in fund-raisig that 80 percent of the funds
'ill come from 20 percent of the
eople,’’ he said. “ For a person to
take a large donation, there has
3 be some other incentive than
IX purposes.’’

But some donors may reduce
their donations or stop giving all
together because of the lost
deduction. Halpern said one
comment heard during fund-rais
ing phone-a-thons is that because
the actual effects of the tax
overhaul are unknown at this
time, some people are being more
conservative with their money.

Loyalty to Cal Poly
“ One of the things we look at
the enormous loyalty among
lumni. We’re optimistic on this
impus because donations are
ased on loyalty. Parents, who
ive a substantial amount, know
lat the reality is that Cal Poly

That may change as people
learn to let the market, not tax
breaks, influence their spending
decisions, according to Barry
Toiv, legislative assistant to
Congressman Leon E. Panetta.
Toiv said the whole point of
the tax reform was to broaden

A Fine Quality Diamond Engagement Ring

A Brilliant B eginning

Write-off for research
Amid concerns of how much
money will be lost there may
possibly be a bright point. A
provision of the new tax law
allows a special credit for com
panies to write off the costs of
sponsoring research projects at
universities.
Robert Lucas, director of
research and development for Cal
Poly, said currently, companies
that sponsor research projects at
universities can write off costs if
the research is related to product
development. Under the new
provisions, an additional 20 per
cent credit will be allowed for
grants not specifically related to
a com pany’s research
and
development.
Although Lucas said the addi
tional credit will help some, he
said a lot of the research done on
this campus is applied, already
dealing with companies’ specific
products.
Baker’s cabinet includes a
number of persons with cor
porate ties, whom will probably
be the first people he’ll seek out
to take advantage of the new
credit, Lucas said. But he noted
that individual faculty members
typically cultivate more grants

from companies through their
own contacts.
Regardless of the new credit’s
benefits to Cal Poly, Lucas said
the provision allowing corporate
write-offs for research grants is
scheduled to be phased out by
the end of 1989.
At any rate. Baker declined to
deem the new tax law detrimen
tal to higher education, unlike
presidents of three higher educa
tion associations.
“ I don’t think we can answer
that yet. It’s going to cost more
to give but it assumes the
motivation for giving is the
deduction,’’ he said. “ The fact
that you get the deduction is on
ly one of many reasons for giving
to Cal Poly. I’m not as
pessimistic as some national
organizations that it is going to
be a disaster.’’
Halpern said he has some res
ervations about the new tax law
but will hold back judgement
until the actual results are
known. “ We’ve built, over the
past three years or so, a fairly
solid fund-raising organization.
We do what we do here very well
and that gives some added con
fidence.’’
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for something that lasts forever?"

alLthat glitters
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Quality IS important in a Diamond Engagement Ring. When
you shop for this special ring, ask us about the 4C's—Cut.
Color. Clarity and Carat-weight—the characteristics that
determine the quality and rare beauty of a diamond. Today.,
selecting a quality Diamond Engagement Ring means spend
ing about 2 months salary, for the best quality diamond you
can afford. Come in and see our wide selection of fine quality
Diamond Engagement Rings in elegant settings.

“Is 2 months' salary too much to spend

HOTEL
RESTAURANT
MAJORS!
HAVE YOU TALKED
WITH A
STOUFFER HOTELS
REPRESENTATIVE YET?

T o rtilla F la ts
F o r B e s t C o s tu m e
1 s t P r iz e : $ 5 0 .0 0

WE WILL
BE ON CAMPUS:

Imore cash and other prizes too!
Get in FREE with costum e

October 31
Contact Your
Placemant Office
For Complete
Information

«»\

A Unicfue Jc ive lr)' Store
" ' 1051 MipomoSt.

Madonna Road Plaza
San Luis Obispo
544-GEMS

^

San Luis Obispo

In th e Cream ery

'

544-7575

An Equal Opportunity Employer

I Your guide to diamond quality and value.
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We wrote the book
on free delivery...
...and it's been a best
seller for over 20 years
The story? It begins with
your phone call ar>d ends
at your door with a hot.
delicious pizza delivered
in 30 minutes or less
Domino's Pizza is critically
acclaimed as the «1
source for fast, free
delivery. Check us out

FREE EXTRA

Our drivers carry less
than $10.00.
Limited delivery area

One coupon per pizza
Expires: 11/15/86
mm a m a r n e

C^901 DomifX>s Pi2 fa Inc

SN
ON
0Ì

W e use only 100% real
dairy cheese.

2 FREECOKES
with any pizza

Z3.
One coupon per pizza
Expires: 11/15/86
>
V
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MOBV I
DICK !

¡I i o

Ml
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#2? ?

San Luis Obispo
544-3636
775A Foothill

Arroyo Grande
'481-3171
140 S. Elm

—

San Luis Obispo: 544-3636
Los Osos: 528-0800
Arroyo Grande: 481 -3171
Atascadero: 466-7880

T tffla& íiW oow g« I

» 3 0 MINUTE
¡c
*^GUARANTEE
I

It your pizza doesn’t arrive within gan Luis Obispo; 544-3636
|30 minutes you get $2.00 off your pizza, los Osos : 528-0800
One coupon per pizza
Expires: 11/15/86

Los Osos
528-0800
2084 A 9th

Atascadero
466-7880
|n
8305 El Camino Real

San Luis Obispo: 544-3636
Los Osos: 528-0800
Arroyo Grande: 481-3171
Atascadero: 466-7880

Arroyo Grande: 481-3171
Atascadero: 466-7880

.$1.00 OFF!
DOMINO’S
PIZZA
D ELIV ER S

any 16” Dominos Pizza
¡~

i

®
One coupon per pizza
Expires:11/15/86

San Luis Obispo: 544-3636
Los Osos: 528-0800
Arroyo Grande: 481-3171
Atascadero: 466-7880
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After you’re done with ,
school, you face one of
the hardest lessons in life:
Without experience,
it’s tough to get a job. And
without a job, it’s tough to
get experience.
At The Wall Street
Journal, we recognize that expe
rience is som ething you don’t
start earning until after graduation.
But while you’re waiting, we can
give you a head start by providing
som e of the sam e com petitive
advantages that experience brings.
For instance, our wide-ranging
news coverage gives you a clearer
understanding of the whole complex
world of business.
Our tightly focused feature re
porting prepares you for your more
specific am bitions—whether in
management, accounting, finance,
technology, marketing or small
business.
And our in-depth analysis helps
you formulate your ideas in a
sharper and more persuasive way.

.

Call 800-257-1200,♦ Ext. 1066
or mail the coupon - and start your
subscription to The Whll Street
Journal at student savings of up
to $48 off the regular subscrip
tion price.
That’s a pretty generous offer.
Especially when you consider
what it actually represents.
Tuition for the real world.

Pro ^ bscribp caO 800-2^-120071
Ext. 1066 toll-free.
Or mail to: The Wall Street Journal. 500 3rd Ave. W.. Seattle.
WA 98119
□ Send me one yearof The Wall Street journal for $ 6 6 -r /

sarinfi of $4H off the rv^idar siihsniption pyicc.
□ Send me 15 weeks for $26.
□ Bill me later.

□ Payment enclosed.

Nam e_______________________________________________
Student l.l).#

.(irad. Month/Year.

Address_____
C ity________

State.

Sch(M)l

Major.

.Zip.

Th«*s«‘ prk»*s ;iro v ; iJ k I for liniitt-d t m if U» sliu /n tfs i»ily m llu" o x itiiH -n liil I ' S
Hy p lnn nK your o rd rr. you iiu th o riz f l'h«- Wall Slir»*t Jo u rn al to w i i f y tin«■nrollnu'nt liifo rm atio n supplied above

TheVM Street Journal.

^4SNT

of the A»nerican dream. 2Q43 [

^In Pennsylvania, call 800-222-3380, Ext. 1066.
**^1986 Dow Jones & Company. Inc

Save
Save
Save
Save
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Mustang
Mustang
Mustang
Mustang
Mustang
Mustang

Q U A L IT Y * S E R V IC E » V A L U E
Students all over the central coast keep
coming back to Fantastic Sam’s in San Luis
Obispo because of the QUALITY haircare they
receive. Our experienced professional stylists
guarantee your satisfacation!

^

Coupons
Coupons
Coupons
Coupons
Coupons
Coupons
Mustang Doily Coupon

"T
in

Men and Women
^ S ^ ta s tic S ^ n is
tfie oriQinal
the
original Familv
Family Haircutters*
Haircutters

tasticS^nis

BotA
I n s Stnli Rou

Otot St

w

1115 Santa Rosa • 546-8696

tthe
hp nrini
original Family Haircutters®

1115 Santa Rosa
at Higuera

I

Mustong Doily Coupon

546-8696

COLORS and HIGHLIGHTING

Open 7 days • No appointment neccessary
All our products and services are guaranteed
and haircuts always include...
FREE SHAMPOO AND BLOWDRY

WOODSTOCK’S ^ IZ Z A

^ Q p ^ ta s tJ c S a n is
the original Family Haircutters*

1115 Santa Rosa • 546-8696
Mustong Dolly Coupon

I

$1.00 OFF any
WOODSTOCKS PIZZA
541-4420
one coupon per pizza
expires 11/30/86

^

Mustong Dal ly Coupon

$1.50 OFF any
WOODSTOCKS SPECIAL
(5 items for the price of 4)

541-4420
one coupon per pizza
expires 11/30/86

T Mustong Doily Coupon

^

$1.00 OFF any Large
WOODSTOCKS PIZZA
and 2 FREE Softdrinks

541-4420
one coupon per pizza
expires 11/30/86

^

Vi *
r
fy.

WE DELIVER 541
1015 Court St. SLO Across from Osos St. Subs

Muttong Dolly Coupon

2 FffEE Softdrinks
with any

WOODSTOCKS PIZZA
541-4420
one coupon per pizza
expires 11/30/86

lO
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Mustang
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Coupons
Coupons
Coupons
Coupons
Coupons
Coupons

M uttanp Doily Coupon

FREE 8 oz.

Paul Mitchell Awapuhi Shampoo
with any haircut
544-3683

V

Ask For S tep h an ie
new clie n ts only (one coupon per haircut)
expires 12/13/86

Haircuts & Style
Ask for
Stephanie
544-3683
497 Marsh SLO

Mustong Dally Coupon

I

Deep Hair Conditioning
with any haircut
544-3683
ask for S tep h an ie
(one coupon per haircut)
expires 12/13/86
Mustang Doily Coupon

5 4 9 -8 2 0 0

549-8200^^--'

'16

Tanning Sessions

$39.00
1110 Morro St. SLO

expires 1 1 /1 9 /8 6 ^

P * Mustong Dolly Coupon
• Silk Wraps
• Acrylics

Hai-a

549-8200

,0 ^

• Manicures

1110 Morro St. San Luis Obispo
(behind Haagen Daz)

Mon-Fri 9-9
Sat. 9:30-4:30

^

Full Set o f A crylic
or Silk W ra p nails

$35.00
expires 11/19/86

1110 Morro St. SLO

Mustong Dolly Coupon

c e te r a
Largest Selection of Alternative Gitt Cards
• Best Selection of Christmas Cards
Biggest Selection of Calendars
• New Posters in Stock

15% OFF ALL
Christmas.Cards
e l e e te ra
must present coupon with purchase

T

Hours:

Mon-Sat 9:30-6pm
Thurs Till 9:30pm
Sun 10-5pm
544 -2 3 1 2

879 Higuera, SLO
w i

^

MutkingDcW^ Coupon

expires 11/15/86

|

10% off on any
purchase
et c e te ra
Must present coupon with purchase
À

<^

expires 11/15/86

m
•

THIS HALLOWEEN TREAT YOURSELF TO SOME
AUTHENTIC CHINESE FOOD

i p

j

^

PLATE A
Almond Chicken
Chow Mein
Eggrolt
ForturieCookii

PLATE B
Sweet & Sour Pork
Fried Rice
Fried Wontons(2)
Fortune Cookies

............................. ..............

..............

Mugtonq Dolly Coupon

CAofimf
2 DINNERS
^
FOR ONLY $5.00
Choose from Plate A, Plate B, Combo-plate, or any dinner
entree served with steamed rice, (expires: 11/25/86)
San Luis Obispo
Pismo Beach
973 Foothill ^*^5
246 Pomeroy
541-CHOP
773-5044

................. ..

4

(Minimum order: $8.50)

2 Locations

I

Mustong Dally Coupon

FREE DELIVERY

541-CHOP
973 Foothill Blvd. ^5
Next to Burger King

|

d in n e r s

■$12.50

Includes 4 Dinner entrees & 416 oz. Soft Drinks

INCLUDES FREE DELIVERY!

Pismo Beach
246 Pomeroy
773-5044

San Luis Obispo
F o o t h i 11
541-CHOP

Pismo Beach
246 Pomeroy
773-5044

Mustong Doily Coupon

TYPOS DRIVING
YOU CRAZY?

Our W ord Processors
W m Make
Editing A Snap!

30 Minutes Computer Time
FREE
Includes choice of Word Processing
Programs

Friendly Store Personnel to
Assist You
OPEN:

mirmmms
544-7676
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER OFFER EXPIRES 11/6/86

MON-THURS
9:30am-8:00pm
SAT-SUN 9:30am-5:30pm

s IÍÍI T

Reservations Accepted
544-7676
University Square 956C Foothill

m

$

^ l^eAAj- Gcu^vce/pl ut GcunputeA-

^

Mustong Polly Coupon ^

Box of 10 3M Diskettes
5 1 / 4 " DS DD
ONLY $12.99 (Reg $24.99)

i

mm

544-7676
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER OFFER EXPIRES 11/6/86
Mustong Dolly Coupon

Shrimp & Chips
$3.95
Scfl

Restaurant
We specialize in fresh seafood in a relaxing
euid nautical atmosphere. We also feature
steak and chicken.

179 N. Santa Rosa, SLO 543-8810
(offer expires 11/6/86)
^

' ^

Hours: Mon-Fri 1 l:00am-2:30 pm & 5-10 pm
Sat & Sun 5:00 pm-10:00 pm

Ciipp&l Restaurant

Mu^ong Dolly Coupon ^

Fresh Cod, soup or salad,
rice pilaf or fries.

. $ 5 .4 5

543-8810

Banquet facilities for parties of 20-60 people.
Reserve now for the Holidays, parties and weddings.

179 N. Santa Rosa
San Luis Obispo

Sea

Ciipp&l Restaurant

179 N. Santa Rosa, SLO 543-8810
(offer expires 11/6/86)
Mustong Dolly Coupon

C o rk 'N B o ttle
Liquor Store

W in e Coolers (All Flavors)

"'The Store w ith the Right Spirit"

Grab These Specials While They Last:
C a lifo rn ia Coolers
(O range, Citrus)
Shaeffer Kegs

^ $6 j99/cs of six oz. bottles
4.99

$1 .29/

4pk

Cork 'N B ottle — "T h e Store w ith the Right Spirit"
/vlust Bring in coupon. G ood w h ile supplies last!

T * Mustang Dolly Coupon

W arsteirier

WE

Sun Country

I

^

2 FOR 1 Videos
NOW

DELIVER!!!

774 Foothill Blvd.*San Luis Obispo*543-8637

Rent one vid eo and get the second one FREE!
Cork 'N B o ttle — "T h e Store w ith the Right Spirit'
M u s t bring in coupon. O ffe r good thru 11/13/86
«
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\mmg, just part of Vte fun
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$ 2 9 .^

5 6 0 H iguera S t, Suite E • San Luis Obispo
( 805) 544-3200

544-3200
________ __________

Next to the Creamery.

I Mugfbng PoHy Coupon

|

Halloween masks and wigs
20% O F F
W hile supplies last.
Hurley's Pharmacy
Valid only with coupon.

Expires 11/1/86

Mttslong Doily Coupon

Free roU of color 24 exposure 35mm
film! W hen you process like roll
of film
Open till 8pm on Halloween!
Hurley's Pharmacy

Hurley's Pharmacy

543-5950

896 roothill-University Square

LOS OSOS

Expires 11/15/86
Mustong Doily Coupon

Foreign & Domestic
Quaiity Parts at
DISCOUNT PRICES

XvX-:-ix

1st
S TO P
/
A U T O m iT S

FREE QUART
O
F
OIL!
coupon & receive 1 FREE quart

Present this
of oil (your choice) w/ the
purchase of an oil filter.

uiosw'^cA®^

(exp ires: 12/15/86)

528-2°6i9

Mustong D ol^ Coupon

j

1 s t SrOR..YourOnly Stop
1010 Los Osos Valley Rd.
Los Osos, CA 93402
528-2619

FREE AIR
FRESHNER!

1 st
STOP

Present this coupon & receive 1 FREE
Teddy Bear Air Freshner w/ any loioLosososvaiieyRd.
.purchase!
(explre8:12/15/86)
,
X

Try the ultimate treat this HALLOWEEN

Ktortonq Dolly Coupon

|
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n S O S STREET SUB<;

Try Osos street subs

S A N D W I C H E S »NO S P I R I T S

2 F R E E D R IN K S
w/ANYSIZE SANDWICH
1060 Osos St. (limit: one coupon per sandwich

541-0955

M u ^ ó n g Dc^fy C o u |> ^

Q S O S STREET SUBjC;
S A N DW I C M E S AND S P I R t T S

S O diO FF
1060 Osos St.
• p

■

541-0955

(across from W oodstock’s)
«
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ANY SIZE SANDWICH
^ 0 6 0 Osos St. (limit: one coupon per sandwich) 541-0955
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DISCOUNT VIDEO CENTER

DISCOUNT
VIDEO
CENTER

o'

Movies For The Price Of
Foothill Shopping Center

1356 M adonna Rd.

793 Foothill Blvd.

544-3999

543-0707

Mustong Doily Coupon

[

DISCOUNT VIDEO CENTER

Movie & VCR - $4.95
Foothill Shopping C enter
793 Foothill Blvd.
543-0707

1356 M ad on na Rd.
544-3999

(V alid Sun-Thurs)
Foothill S hopping C enter
793 Foothill Blvd.
543-0707

HAPPY HALLOWEEN FROM SUBWAY!

fejij-Mia

TRKKmTREAT

OPEN
LATE
7 NIGHTS
A WEEK!

C

Sandwich«« 4 Salads

WE BAKE
OUR OWN
BREAD
DAILY!

(y

1356 M ad on na Rd.
544-3999

9 to Midnight Special
Buy 1 Get 1 FREE!
Buy any footlong sub & a medium drink and receive a
second footlong sub of equal or lesser value FREE!
Expires: 11/18/86
5 4 3 -3 3 9 9
One coupon per customer

Sandw iches 4 Salads <
This is a trkk It’s a styrofood burger. Gue it
to witches and goblins

This is a treat A fresh delicious Subway Sub,
available in 17wonderful flavors Gve this to
someone you love.
FOOTHILL PLAZA
5 4 3 -3 3 9 9

Daily 10;00am • Midnight

$1.00 OFF!

Present this coupon and receive $1.00 off the
regular price of any footlong sub or large salad.
Expires: 11/18/86

^

5 4 3 -3 3 9 9

Muttcmo Daily Coupon

HOUR PHOTO

kinko's
9 A M - 6 P.M MON -FRI.
10 A M - 5 P.M. SAT - SUN

prints l O

PHONE
(805) 549-8979

Hours
9am • 6pm Mon ■Fri
10am • 5pm Sat & Sun

San Luis Obispo
9 Santa Rosa

r

n

the
price of

9 Santo Rosa, Son Luis Obispo, 93401

at reduced rates!

HOUR PHOTO

San Luis Obispo
9 Santa Rosa

C iin 0 0 7 0
5 4 9 -o 9 7 y

expires 12/1/86

Mu^ong Doily Coupon

kMio*s

We now offer 4 & 24 hour processing

2

T

Not valid with 24 hour processing or
any other offer.

HOUR PHOTO

HOURS

One coupon per customer

FREE5x7
Present this coupon & receive a
free 5 x 7 with a regular develop
& print of 110 or 135 color print film.

Hours
9am -6pm M on-Fri
10am-5pm Sat & Sun

549-8979
Expires: 12/1/86

T M u s to n g Dolly t^oupon

ENDLESS SUMMER WEST
/I

4

5 S(il^ hs for $18.00

Tan ning Salon

expires 11/15/86) .
(one coupon per person)
P lease call for an app o in tm en t.

t\ .

y-

I

956C Foothill

541-6880

1

^

4 S tateT xlth e Art Tanning Beds
W e fe a tu re the largest beds available

Turbo Fans

A M — F M — C a s s ette H eadphones

Private Air C onditioned Room s

541-6880

t^ ttc m g P c M ty C o u p o n

|

10 S a lo n s for $35.00

\

/

|

956C Foothill

Don’t Let Your Tan Fade Away!

>res 11/1 5/86)
(one coupon per person)
M ust be44nlshed in 20 working
days from starting session.
P lease call for an app o in tm en t.

I

956C Foothill

541-6880

^

Mu<tongDa!!y™ySg?ril

"

"

•Loolc H a ir c u ts $ 6 .0 0
All our cuts include a Great Shampoo
1119M orro, SLO
541-2320
No Appointment Needed

O f California Where You

expires 11/19/86

Never Need Appointments
for Haircuts
Two Locations to Serve You
1119 Morro St. San Luis Obispo
541-2320
Williams Bros. Shopping Center
Paso Robles
238-0602
open 9AM-7PM

t AtM

I

Nexus Nexus Nexus

I
I
I

Assure only only o n ly ....... $3.95
Hum ectress only only o n ly .........$3.95
Therappe only only o n ly ............. $4.00
expires 11/19/86

541-2320

S
.M K o;s

oNEROS
pizza pasta

I

&

$ 1 .0 0

I
PIZZA

LARGE SIZE

^

ANY LARGE PIZZA

I N E R O 'S *

OF

I

15' DIAMETER

r
OFF

1017 M onterey SI, SLO • 543-1114
coupon CXP1RC5 nov. 15. 1987

5 .9 9

.N fw r.s

C.ht't'-iL' & SdiiiC
use imty the fmest tftuihty 100% pure mn:^dia cheese

•
•
•
•
•

fcxffii C'hiVNc
Sausiige
Mushr(Mtni>
Pcpfx*n>ni
L^ÌÌi Hì

Mc.uKUU
Pmc.ipplc
Green Pepivr»*
Car\aJian
W-wk Olives

t'lH'hliddiluitviJ(oppiTV! - 29r

* Salami
* Ham
• fi»niaii«e>
• Anchovies

I
7 5 iO F F A
I
I TURKEY OR ROAST BEEF SUB
I NERO'S • 1017 M onterey St, SLO • 543-1114

SUBS
(All 9- Rollo

£xtfu Sauif ul No C./iur^'i:

COLD
Italian Cold Cuts
• If.ili.m H.*m • Mnrt.Klcll.i
• Ir.ili.tn S.tl.inii •
CIkvnc'
\Mlit .«n .■W'iniKk.t)

Spaghetti with Marinara Sauce
Ravioli with Marinara Sauce

I

With chex’w .kkl 15c

'/z Spaghetti,

Roast Beef

Ravkili with Marinara Sauce

Spaghetti with Meatballs
* Baked Rigatoni

‘McathalU Panni|{iana
‘Emiplanl Parmigiana
'Sausage Parmigiana
'Sausage Parmigiana with Peppers
'Veal Parmigiana

‘ Eggplant Parmigiana w'ith Spaghetti
‘ Baked Lasagna
‘ Bakc'd Manici>tti
‘ Baked Canncloni
‘ Veal Parmigiana with Spaghetti
'MiitbJ
hi* mi';;rfit‘tU «

' Hiituyf MitN

Nrf t Nttm

DESSERTS
C hefi Salad
Pasta Salad irrg 1
Pasta Salad ih f
Mith Ihihm I
I* (

Meatballs <4)
Sausage (2)
Eggpbnt Parmigiana
Veal Parmigifena
Mozzarella Marinara

).S0
1.75
2.70

.85

Nero's Special Cinnamon Roils

I

$ 1 .0 0 0 F F A

I

L A R G E A N T IP A S T O

I NERO'S • 1017 Monterey St, SLO • 543-1114
COUPON EXPIRES NOV. 15, 1987

BEVERAGES

.MR0;S

Wine

Soft Drinks 4i
Ice Tea
■5m
nK*dIg

'/.• C^rritc
Full C^r.ifv
Draft Beer

Milk
Coffee
Fruit Juice
Mineral Water

Pitcher
1.50
Bottled Beer
IkHncstH
imptrred

Gif*M

LYif

FAST FREE DELIVERY
CALL 543-1114
Htmrs; SundayThursdav 11 a.m.-l I p.in.1 Friday^Saiurday 11 a.m.-l a.m.

V-i >

>TR0,S J

<.f

**1

HOT

‘ Baked Ravioli

.>fKo;s
p»/fj

3.70

With cheew .«JJ 15f
ANfiukk Mirh
ilCiHii

Spaghetti with Sausage

Italian Fries
Loaf Bread
•/] Loaf
[Garlic Bread Loaf
>/i l.oaf

COUPON EXPIRES NOV. 15, 1987

Turkey

RifSaloni with Marinara Sauce

Dinner Salad «*4-11
Dinner Salad ik *
Antipasto (».-x 1
Antipasto tk t

)

(Made with Extra Cheese)

...... Additional Toppings — 99< each
•
•
•
•
•

,.>iwr.s

'V *

1.00

..>’LRo;s

1.15
5.00

$ 1 .0 0 OFF EITHER A:

I.IO

l)CAM ELLOrilORA

1.60

2)MAniCOTTI
• CanelionI Is lean ground beef, spinach.ltallan herbs and
spices in a crepe-shaped pasta shell.
• Manicotti is similar but stuffed with ricotta
cheese, provolone on top.

NERO'S • 1017 M onterey St, SLO • 543-1114
COUPON EXPIRES NOV. 15, 1987
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censor is an expert in
cutting remarks. A censor
JL is a man who knows more
than he thinks you ought to.
— Dr. Laurence Peter, “ Peter’s
Quotations: Ideas for Our Time.’’
Don’t join the book burners.
Don‘t think you are going to con
ceal thoughts by concealing
evidence that they even existed. ”
— Dwight D. Eisenhower in a
speech at Dartmouth College,
June 14,1953.
Some of the titles are familiar
for their controversial subjects,
“ Communist Manifesto’’ and
“ Catcher in the Rye,’’ but Jimmy
Carter’s presidential memoirs,
“ Keeping Faith,’’ is quite a sur
prise to find among the 65 books
in the Robert E. Kennedy
Library’s display on censorship.
Ed Wilk, collection develop
ment coordinator for the library,
said the display, which will be up
through Nov. 4, is part of the ef
forts by the American Library
Association to publicize censor
ship.
“ The display seems to draw
people,’’ he said. “ They stop,
they look and read the captions.
Some people are quite surprised
at what’s on the list.’’
Indeed, the two-and-a-half page
list of books censored, restricted
or challenged in 1985-86 alone
contains titles hard to imagine as
being offensive.
Reasons most often cited for
wanting the books removed from
school libraries or placed on
restricted shelves are that the
subject matter is inappropriate
for children of a particular age
group, or that the book is
blatantly pornographic. While
possibly true for some selections,
the question of abridging First
Amendment freedom of expres
sion rights is raised.
Other recently-censored or
restricted books include “ Are
you there God? It’s Me,
Margaret’’ by Judy Blume —
because a parents group said it
conveyed themes of sex and an
ti-Christian behavior — and “ The
Diary of Anne Frank,’’ because
four members of an Alabama

/

J fe ù y t i l e

Library displays books that have been
attacked by censors around the world
By Pamela Varma
state textbook committee said it
is a “ real downer.’’ Both of these
instances took place in 1983.
Although it may seem a moot
point to protest censorship of
books in the “ enlightened’’ 20th
century, the library’s display is
actually timely.
Last Friday a federal judge in
Tennessee ruled that a rural
eastern Tennessee school district
violated the constitutional rights
of the children of seven fun
damentalist Christian families by
forcing them to read textbooks
with selections from works of
fensive to their religious beliefs.
Among the books they found of
fensive were “ Cinderella’’
because it mentions magic, and
“ The Diary of Anne Frank’’
because in one passage Frank
suggests that all religions are
equal.
The children in that case will
be allowed to excuse themselves
from reading lessons in class and
have their parents teach them to
read at home. Wilk said he feels
the judge’s decision is ridiculous.
Cal Poly English professor
David Kann agreed. “ I fear for
the children,’’ he said. “ They are

Aimwal
NALLOWMN
PARTY

being intellectually neutered by
not being exposed to new stimu
li.’’
Kann said that although he
hasn’t had any organized
challenge of his assigned reading
material in 20 years at Cal Poly,
he said he has had an occasional
student object to what they felt
were anti-Christian elements in
20th century literature, but they
were still held responsible for the
material.
While teaching in Pasadena in
1965, Kann said he had a group
of parents object to his assign
ment of “ The Scarlet Letter’’ to
his 10th grade American litera
ture class because it discussed
adultery. He said because the
parents hadn’t read the book
they didn’t realize the adultery

As for fears that something
similar to the Tennessee case
could occur here, Kann said “ 1
would think at the university
level it would be very difficult for
such a thing to happen,’’ al
though with the Accuracy in
Academia organization sup
posedly on campus, he said he
can’t be sure.
While censorship of reading
material seems to be requested
primarily by Christian organiza
tions, Lyle Porter, principal of
Catholic high school Mission Col
lege Preparatory, said his school
hasn’t had any problems with

’VP '
*
“N

'9 « I ^
F e a tu rin g The

Mala itr««t Baad
(fo rm e rly W hales Knees)

O ctober 31st 9 p.m. to 12 Midnight

$|Q O O
■

doesn’t take place in the book,
and their fear was more out of
ignorance than anything else.
Despite the parents’ objections,
he said, “ I taught what I
wanted.’’

censorhip. In addition to the fact
that the school’s library is more
of a reference tool than a library
to find fiction works, he said,
“ We’re not Tennessee.’’
Porter said Mission has an ex
tensive philosophy as to what
students study, adding that J.D.
Salinger’s “ Catcher in the Rye’’
is prescribed reading. He said
that unlike the parents in Ten
nessee, he has no problem with
“ The Diary of Anne Frank’’
because at Mission most impor
tant is a person’s relationship
with God and all religions are
respected.
However, the librarian at
Lighthouse Christian School in
Arroyo Grande, which teaches
kindergarden through 12th
grade, said she reviews books be
fore they can be placed in the
library. Brenda Booker, who is
also the pastor’s wife, said she
looks for high moral content,
respect for parents which she
said newer books don’t have and
educational value because “ we
want something that’s not just
for pleasure reading.’’
Booker explained that the
library does not have any books
by Judy Blume because Blume’s
books contain disrespect for
parents and disobedience. “ They
(authors) want to write reality
but we want something better
than that for our children to look
up to,’’ she said.
Booker did say her school’s
library contains “ The Diary of
Anne Frank,’’ even though the
book contains a passage by Anne
implying all religions are equal.
Booker said that although she
does not personally believe that
all religions are equal, the book is
a historical document and that
with a good religious upbringing,
a child will view his own religion
as most important.

p e r p e r so n

Hors d ' oeuvres are included

DISCOVER SOME
HALLOWEEN
TREATS
‘ COSTUMES
‘ MASKS
‘ ACCESSORIES
‘ CANDY
‘ WALL DECORATIONS
‘ GREETING CARDS

■•.•»a

Prizes for the most original costumes. Reserve
tickets can be purchased at the Harbor Hut
Restaurant, 1205 Embarcadero, AAorro Bay, or
call 772-2257 with MasterCard, Visa or
American Express and charge it.
21 & o v e r o n ly a d m itte d . No host co cktalU .
a n d d o n *f m iss th o s e
Sundoy^ Chompogne
Brunch
*i_ ^
1^
A

UniCfUG to tnO Control Coost

V.

*^ ^ **® ? ? ,^ i*^ *^ ^ *

C h o f t « r » o v o ilo b i« f o r W a d d in g » .
B a n q u o t » . P a r t io e o f o il k in d » .

QGdtioJ

MON FRI 7 45AM-4 30PM.

Bookstoie
SAT 10:30AM-2:30PM
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Minority affairs forum held to raise awareness

Cultural Center.
ASI President Kevin Swanson
greeted the small audience by
stressing the role of students in
changing administrative policies
of educational equity, the latest
goal of the Educational Oppor
tunity Program. “ We have the
ability to communicate ideas to
the Administration,” said Swan
son. “ That ability begins at the
university level.”
One successful change he men
tioned is the Upward Bound pro

ject, a program which helps
underrepresented junior and
senior high school students at
tend and finish college. Through
tutoring and other activities the
project gives these students the
study skills and motivation they
need to complete a post-secon
dary education. Last week, the
program received $156,000 for
the first segment of a second
three-year grant from the U.S.
Department of Education.
Another important step in in
creasing minority representation
at the university level is
recruitment and admissions, ac
cording to Relations with
Schools Officer Cindee Ben
nett-Thompson. “ Recruitment
procedures at Cal Poly áre dif
ferent from other schools because
most majors are impacted, and
we recruit from the whole state,”
said Thompson, explaining that
schools such as Long Beach get
up to 70 percent of their students
from immediately surrounding
areas.
Despite Cal Poly’s new student
rejection rate, recruitment is
necessary because “ we’re trying
to increase underrepresented
students, including minorities,
those who are disabled, women in
technical majors, students in
teaching majors, and transfer
students,” Thompson said.

However, she pointed out,
these candidates are rewarded
only a slight advantage over all
applicants in the admission
selection process. “ Just because
students are underrepresented,
we don’t want to admit them if
they aren’t prepared. We haven’t
done these students any favor if
they don’t succeed in their ma
jor,” said Thompson.
Poly Reps is a group of stu
dents who assist in the recruiting
process, said student representa
tive Juneas Griffin. “ We reach
out and talk to prospective stu
dents to make them aware of
what they have available,” said
Griffin, who described the group
as a “ motivational tool.”
Swanson said another impor
tant
a s pe c t
of mi n o r i t y
awareness is retention, or mak
ing sure those students who are
accepted to Cal Poly are pleased
with the campus and return the
next fall. “ Our retention pro
grams have been very successful
due to students, clubs and tutor
ing groups who provide sup
port,” Swanson said.
Student Academic Services
representative Everardo Mar
tinez disagreed. “ Forty-five per
cent of last year’s black freshmen
did not return this fall. It’s an
alarming crisis,” said Martinez.
Less than 2 percent of Cal Poly’s

student body is black.
“ 1 think you should ask the
Academic Senate about this rate
of retention,” he suggested, ad
ding,“ How much have the clubs
and organizations on campus
done?”
According to Steve Aversa
from the Multi-Cultural Center,
there are 20 to 23 ethnic groups
on campus, but they are relative
ly small. “ The Multi-Cultural
Center provides resources for
student contacts with names,
clubs and information,” said
Aversa, and the Cultural Advi
sory Committee consists of rep
resentatives from each of these
clubs.
Swanson said there’s an Equal
Opportunity Advisory Council,
which makes recommendations
to Cal Poly President Warren
Baker and his staff, but “ it’s a
small representation of stu
dents.”
The biggest setback in working
to r e p r e s e n t
t he u n d e r 
represented, concluded Ross, is a
lack of minority participation.
Griffin sa id ,'“ l think it’s up to
all of us as minority students to
encourage and assist those who
might be interested in higher
education. There are a lot of op
portunities available to them; it’s
just a matter of opening their
eyes.”

fusing because some people feel
that since the university and
prison get their water from the
same source, it doesn’t matter if
one uses more than the other.
Carmen
Salvato, assistant
warden of business services at
CMC and a Whale Rock Com
mission member, said he felt
CMC had never overused the
state allocations of water at
Whale Rock.
Gerard explained that al
though the reservoir’s annual
state allocation (the total amount
of water jointly used by all three
groups per year) had never been
overused, CMC was using well
over their individually specified
amount of water.
Salvato said he felt that since
the water was state-allocated for
the Department of Education

and the Department of Correc
tions, it didn’t matter exactly
how much ~ water went to each
department.
Gerard said the three groups
are working together, but he
plans to protect the university’s
interests. Gerard said they are
looking into supplemental water
plans in the event the university
finds itself with a water short
age, due to CMC’s consumption.
The new plan would supply water
to the university from either the
State Water Project or Lake
Nacimiento, Gerard said.
The water project would cost
between $20 million and $30
million and would be funded
through the state, not the uni
versity, he said.
San Luis Obispo Mayor Ron
Dunin, who serves as Whale

Rock commissioner, said for the
past three months the city has
also been overdrafting its water
allowance.
Dunin explained that alter
native water sources are being
investigated and the State Water
Project and Lake Nacimiento
may also be alternative water
sources for the city. San Luis
Obispo sells its surplus water to
Cuesta College, but since there
have been no surpluses in mon
ths, the college hasn’t received
any water from the reservoir,
Dunin said.
When asked if CMC’s water
consumption affected the city,
Dunin said the prison’s water use
was not affecting the city’s sup
ply because CMC was using state
water, not the city’s.
The Whale Rock Commission

is urging the Men’s Colony to
explore Chorro Reservoir for
potential
water
production,
Gerard said. The Chorro Reser
voir, built by engineers at Camp
San Luis Obispo while it was a
military base, could yield an ad
ditional 150 acre feet for the
Men’s Colony if the plan is im
plemented and reaches full ca
pacity, he said.
Gerard said that if CMC is
succesful in finding an alter
native water source such as
Chorro Reservoir, and began us
ing only their allocated amounts
from the Whale Rock Reservoir
once again. Cal Poly wouldn’t
need a supplemental water pro
ject. “ Today we’re operating
under a revised water stipulation
since CMC has exceeded its share
of water,” Gerard said.
He said the university in its
present situation has enough
water to last 10 more years. But,
if CMC continues to exceed its
water allocation at Whale Rock,
there will be problems unless
supplemental water plans are put
into action now, Gerard added.

Advisory
Commitee
and
distributed 600 fliers, Ross at
tracted only 14 students to the
forum.
Disappointed, he said, “ Here is
the minorities’ opportunity to
ask questions and get involved;
where are they?” The forum
featured representatives from
the Relations with Schools Of
fice, Student Academic Services,
Poly Reps, and the Multi-

By Rod Santos
Staff Writer

ASI held an open forum on
minority affairs Tuesday night to
help underrepresented students
“ become more aware of changes
at Cal Poly ... changes that affect
them,” according to the orga-

e reach out
to students to
make them aware’
— Griffin

nizer of the meeting.
ASI Minority Relations Officer
Dwayne Ross said the forum was
an opportunity for minorities on
campus “ to give their input in
these changes.”
Although he contacted various
ethnic clubs and the Cultural

RESERVOIR
From page 1
The increased number of in
mates at CMC has sparked a
controversy between CMC and
Cal Poly. The rapid growth of
CMC resulted in increased de
mands for water from the Whale
Rock water supply, Gerard said.
In an effort to help the prison
with *its predicament, the Whale
Rock Commission agreed to sell
CMC the surplus water left over
from the university’s allocated
amounts. Since then, CMC has
continually used more than its
designated amounts and relied
on the university’s excess water
to tide them over, said Gerard.
He explained the problem with
CMC’s use of surplus water was
that it left no excess water for
pbtential growth of the universi
ty. Gerard said the issue is con

For a Wicked Pizza
O

'WOODSTOCK’S
T IZ Z A
o\

Gl

•O

.O'
o
0 -

O

We Deliver

$1.00 OFF any

541-4420

WOODSTOCKS PIZZA

PDQ
is also
PD Cheap!

PDQ* Resumes
THE $39.95 ALTERNATIVE
‘ P u r t y D u r ii Q u ic k

541-4420
o

1015 Court St. SLO

One coupon per pizza

TlilA tJipC

(across from Osos St. Subs)

expires 11/20/86

544-9789 ♦ 2226 Beebee Street
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Lady Mustangs upset eighth-ranked Cardinal
By Tim Robinson

Special to the Daily

It’s Starting to look like the
Cal Poly women’s volleyball
team enjoys taking on the role of
giant-killer. For the third time
this year the Mustangs upset a
top-10 opponent; this time it was
a much larger Stanford squad
that was upset in a see-saw af
fair, 15-7,4-15, 15-6,4-15, 15-12.
Stanford, who came into the
game ranked No. 8 in the nation,
had several six-footers on iif”
team, but could not overpower
the Mustangs’ stubborn defense.
They also had the unfortunate
timing of facing Carol Tschasar,
who played a run-of-the-mill
All-American game with 17 kills
and 21 digs. She, however, was
not overly impressed with her
own performance.
“ I held my own out there, but I
think I need to knock some more
balls down ... I think the team
counts on me to do a good job
and if I don’t sometimes they
seem to let up,” said Tschasar.
The match, which upped the
Mustangs’ record to 18-9 and
gave them a 8-6 series edge over
the Cardinals, was the third big
match in as many weeks. They
have now beaten No. 1-ranked
San Diego State and came within
a home crowd’s breath of beating«»,
San Jose, formerly ranked No. 2.
“ I think on any given day that
we certainly can play with any
body,’’said head coach Mike Wilton.
He addeded that the Mustangs
came close to beating current No.
2-ranked BYU in the third game
of the season, but lost by two
points in the fifth game of the
match.
While the evidence that Cal
Poly can play with any team in
the country is plentiful, there
should be an asterisk added to
DARYL SHOPTAUQH/Muttang Daily

Vera Pendergast digs the ball for Cal Poly on Tuesday while Michelle Hansen looks on.

See V O LLE Y B A LL, page 11

T A IK A IilJfJapanese Restaurant & Sushi Bar
Authentic Japanese Gourmet Specialties
including Tempura & Teriyaki.
Try one of our D elicious Lunch
and D in n er C om binations.
OPEN TUES.-SUN.; LUNCH 11 a.m. • DINNER 5-10 p.m.
1350 MADONNARO. 541-2754

★

v a lu e

$5 OFR

y Electrolysis

one coupon per person

Colored Stone Rings

P e rm a n e n t
H a ir R e m o v a l

ONE ELECTROLYSIS^
TREATMENT

From $80.00

'SERVING SLO COUNTY SINCE 1959'
Tammy Forsyth

E N H A N C E YO UR A PP EA R A N C E

2 LOCATIONS

S A FELY & P E R M A N E N T L Y

-SAN LUIS

We use a medically approved blend for the
permanent removal of unwanted hair for
both men and women. If you have this pro
blem, we invite your enquiry.

1303 PACIFIC ST.
■ATASCADERO

FREE CQNW L TA TIONS.

543-7771
466-4953
8060 MORRO RD.

R.E.

tlx-'GoLD C oncept
IN’ TMF NETWORK M ALI,
AN D OUR STUDIO AT 470 C IR ÌR R O
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BY CHRIS BARKS, Staff Writer
he Cal Poly women’s cross
country team has won the
NCAA Division II Champi
onship four years running. With
a record like that, you’d think
coach Lance Harter would be
content to rest on his laurels.
But nooooo ... Harter is looking
forward to capturing this year’s
title with what he has dubbed
“ The Big Five.’’
In a cross country meet, each
school will have an “ A’’ team
comprised of seven of its best
runners in the race, along with a
“ B’’ team. Of these runners, only
the top five finishers from each
team will earn points for their
school.
Although it is theoretically
possible for a “ B’’ team runner
to beat an “ A’’ team runner, it
doesn’t usually happen. This
season, the top five positions
have consistently been
dominated by The Big Five.
The women who make up the
nucleus of Harter’s team are
Gladees Prieur, Katy Manning,
Lori Lopez, Lesley White, and
Kris Katterhagen. In addition to
usually grabbing the top five
spots on the Mustang team,
these women tend to run as a
pack, making it difficult for the
competition to key on any one
particular runner. As Harter
puts it, “ In any given race, any
one of them could take the

T

DARYL SHOPTAUOH/Muttang Dally

From left, Lori Lopez, Kris Katterhagen and Lesley White compose three-fifths of The Big Five.
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NO TRICKS,
JUST TREATS
for all your Halloween parly
needs Go w ild with our selection of
Halloween costumes! We have a
fabulous assortment of realistic animals,
authentic period outfits,
popular cartoon
characters and lots morel
your costume accessory needs.

SA LES &
RENTALS
St.

San Luis O b isp o

544-2373

CAL POLY
get acquainted with

BLUE DOVE
BEAUTY
,Specials,
SALOn
Perms $30.00
Hair Cuts $11.00 (Bring a friend, $8.00 each)|
October 1986 Only

544-1213 for appt.
Ask for Jill or Amy
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Renewed Clothing
• All Cotton Tees and
• Chinese Cotton Loafers
• Wool Scarves and Gloves
• Calenders and Cards
• Jewelry and Gifts

AT THE CREAMERY '
570 Higuera #10
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
(805) 544-5611

We buy clothing...
call for buying times.

M ID-STATE
ELECTRO NICS

number one spot. They’re that
close.’’
As the season unfolded, Harter
wasn’t surprised as he watched
his Mustangs repeatedly
dominate their opponents. Work
ing with these women over the
past few years, he said, he was
aware of their strengths and
weaknesses, and of the tremen
dous potential they possessed.
“ When recruiting and train
ing,’’ he said, “ any time you’re
able to outguess the occurrence
of stressful injuries or accidents,
you’re lucky.’’ Harter’s luck held
out, and the fruits of the work
everyone had done over the
summer began to show at the
pre-season training camp at
Mammoth Lakes, he said.
At the first cross country meet
of the season, the Riverside In
vitational, Harter’s high expec
tations were met as the Lady
Mustangs walked away with first
place. Manning finished first
overall, setting a course record in
the process, and three other
members of The Big Five finish
ed in the top 10.
The momentum continued with
a win at the Aztec Invitational.
White was the top Mustang
finisher. The equality of the in
dividual talent within The Big
Five was illustrated in this race,
with the women placing a close
fourth, seventh, 12th, ISth and
16th.
At the Stanford Invitational,
considered to be the premier
cross country meet in the West,
Harter’s team finished in fourth
place. Again, the Big Five ran in
a fairly tight pack, with the dif
ference in time between them
totaling only 24 seconds. White
was the first of the Lady
Mustangs to cross the finish line,
placing 14th overall.
Most recently, in the Cal Poly
Invitational, the team finished in
second place, with Prieur
finishing first overall.
In four meets, four of the Big
Five have finished first for the
Mustangs, said Harter. “ We still
have the CCAA championships
this weekend, so that gives Kris
Sec RUNNERS, page 11

Small parts, big parts, batteries, & every
kind of wire or cable. In short we carry
everything electronic. For over 30 years
Mid-State has carried the biggest stock in
eiectronic parts between S.F. and L A .

DANA ICE
COMPANY

1441 Monterey St. SLO
543-2770

543-0785

Cool It Quick
DANA’S
NUGGETS
Do The Trick

Bioek lea - Partv lea - Dry lea
Comar of Piamo & High
San Luia Obiapo
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RUNNERS
From page 10

Katterhagen a chance,” he said
with a smile.
There really isn’t a downside to
having a team so evenly matched
in ability, said Harter. “ There
are no cons, unless someone’s ego
wanted to go out and be the
number one runner every week,
because it isn’t going to hap
pen.”
However, beyond the obvious
advantage of having a very
strong, equally balanced team,
Harter said there are two specific

pros. First, as he pointed out be
fore, the opposition can’t predict
from meet to meet who the
strongest runner is going to be,
which makes it difficult for them
to plan a strategy. This fact is
related to the second, in that it
takes some of the pressure off
the individual runner, because
the competition won’t be zeroing
in on one particular person,
Harter said.
According to Lesley White, the
habit of running as a pack acts
as a positive influence on their

performance. “ I’m always striv
ing to catch up with my front
runner,” she said. “ You know
that they want you to be with
them up there. We like running
together.”
With the NCAA champion
ships on the horizon, Harter is
optimistic that the Mustangs can
continue their strong perfor
mances. “ This is probably the
best team we’ve ever had,” he
said. “ We’ve been able to do
some things that we’ve never
done before.”

the match. They then preceded
to rob the jinx of any legitimacy
by running up a 14-S lead with an
air-tight defense, which had 117
digs on the night.
With only match point to go
and the crowd of over 1,000 on
their feet, the win over Stanford
seemed a sure thing. However,
superstitions die hard as Stan
ford won the next seven points to
make it 14-12.
“ We tried to sit on the lead
and that was a big mistake. The
girls tried to sit on the lead in
stead of doing what got them the
14-5 lead,” said Wilton, whose
team suffered a heartbreaking
loss to San Jose State during the

weekend.
Cal Poly, which seems to be
gaining momentum as the season
progresses, probably had its best
performance of the season on
T uesday.
Vera P endergast
played her usually steady game
with 13 kills and 12 digs.
Michelle Hansen added 17 kills
and 17 digs, while Erin Deiters
showed flashes of brilliance with
her nine kills and 14 digs.
Claudia Hemmersbach had 45
sets and 19 digs, while Theresa
Smith had seven kills and and a
t e a m - h i g h 27 di gs.
The
M ustangs’ schedule gets no
easier as they host Hawaii on
both Monday and Tuesday.

VOLLEYBALL
From page 9

the case. The Mustangs have a
11-2 record on their home floor,
losing only to two top-ranked
teams, and in the Stanford con
test an even stranger aspect of
the home court advantage mate
rialized.
For the first four games, the
team on the north side of the
gym would win the game fairly
handily and then lose on the
south side.
Wi t h t hi s g e o g r a p h i c a l
superstition in mind, it wasn’t
surprising that the Mustangs
won eight of their first 12 points
in the fifth game, but had to
change sides for the remainder of

For instance, he said, the team
has gone up against Division I
teams and given them a run for
their money. In fact, said Harter,
“ We probably get more recogni
tion as a Division I power,
because in Division II everyone
just assumes we’ll win, but with
Division I, they say ‘Oh yeah,
how is Cal Poly doing?’ ”
As the Big Five head toward
what they and the rest of the
team hope will be another Divi
sion II championship, Harter is
already looking toward next
year. He said that while the five
scoring positions have oscillated
between The Big Five, three of
those women are seniors. Harter
anticipates that Carol Gleason
and Sherri Minkler will move in
to position nicely come next fall.
As he put it, “ The 1987 Cal Poly
cross country team is already on
campus.”
Below are Coach Lance
H arter’s thoughts on each
member of the Big Five:
GLADEES PRIEUR: Junior
English major. Two-time na
tional champion in the 1500
meters. All-American in cross
country. Proficiency at this
distance equates into fast legs
for cross country. Needs to
develop more endurance. “ Oodles
of untapped talent. Very, very

bright future.”
KATY MANNING: Senior
b i o c h e m i s t r y m a j o r . AllAmerican in cross country. Her
forte is endurance. A very con
sistent runner. “ A strength run
ner.”
LORI LOPEZ: Senior child and
family
development
major.
Seven-time All-American. “ More
credentials than any other runner
at the college level today.” Good

‘In any given
race, any one of
them could take
the number one
spot. They’re
that close.’
— Lance Harter
leg speed. “ Just starting to taper
into her peak.”
LESLEY WHITE: Senior P.E.
major. All-American in cross
country. A strength-oriented
runner. “ Most consistent run
ner.”
KRI S
KATTERHAGEN:
Junior biology major. “ Our op
position is dumbfounded about
what she’s done in one season.”
A lot of potential. Strong runner.
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ATTENTION
The Adopt-a Grandparent program
will meet Oct3011am-UU217.
Volunteers Welcome!
ATTENTION: AIAA, SFTE, AHS
JOHN B. POTTER FROM BOEING
FLIGHT SIM. LAB WILL SPEAK ON
COMMERCIAL AIRPLANE DESIGN
THURS. 6-7PM FISH. SCI. RM 286
CAL POMeeting Tues Nov4 BA&E rm207
6pm
Guest Speakers on teaching

BOO! What floats, tastes and
smells sweet? FIND OUT Thursday
and Friday U.U. PLAZA

CONGRESSMAN
BILL THOMAS
Will be speaking to students & faculty
members today at 11:00 in UU220. All are
welcome! Sponsored by the College
Republicans.

ACE Meeting in Fisher Hall Rm 287.
Wednesday Oct. 29 7:00 pm

Everyone welcome. Speaker from Davis
SciN Rm 215 at 7:00PM

MENS VOLLEYBALL
TRYOUTS FOR TEAM SUN. NOV 2
8AM MAIN GYM. FOR INFO. CALL
JIM 549-9509 OR JASON 546-8658.
MONSTER MASH 6th, Annual Costume
Ball,Halloween Nlght,$500Cash
Grand Prize, Over 100 Runner-up

SAM MEETING
THURS 11AM AG ENG 123
GUEST SPEAKER: DONNA DAVIS OF
PLACEMENT CENTER

SHPE
Plan to attend the next meeting
6pm Thursday MEP building.
VINEYARD COLLEGE FELLOWSHIP
A place where imperfect
people are perfectly welcome
For Info ./ride 541-0204/8679

WE NEED MEN!
PALS PROGRAM IS LOOKING FOR
SOME SPECIAL MEN TO BE “BIG
BROTHERS" TO UNIQUE SLO KIDS.
SHARE YOURSELF! CALL STUDENT
COMMUNITY SERVICES TODAY.
546-2476
WOMEN'S RE-ENTRY ASSOCIATION
Tuesdays at 11, Math 201 Weekly

THANKS EN FOR ESCORTING US TO
PRESENTS YOURE GREAT AXO
PLEDGES.

WANTED: Beef fitting and showing
equipment. 543-3969

-SINGING LESSONSPorter Voice Studio now accepting
students; healthful technique
applies all styles; qualified, ex
perienced; teaching MB & SLO near
campus. 772-4302.

Theta Chi-Get Psyched for an
awesome year! Love the Ml sis's!

YES, IT’S ONLY 9 DAYS UNTIL THE
ZETAS & THEIR DATES R ROARING’!
You did a great job on SAE-Keep
up the good work-Theta Chi
ZTA AND SIGMA NU PLEDGES HAVE
FUN TONIGHT WITH THE HAUNTED
HOUSE AND KEEP UP THE GREAT
WORK!
ZTA YOU GIRLS ARE HOT THE TG WAS
A BLAST AND WE LOVE THE JACK-0LANTERN. LOVE,SIGMA CHI.

El Corral Bookstore Now Stock Exam File
from Engineering Press For Engineering
courses: Chem, Physics, Calculus.
Pants! Pants! Pants! For guys only; Got
cha, Instinct and Jimmy Z. Get Pant’st at
the Sea Barn in Avila Beach.

AOPi- ARE YOU TIRED OF WRITING
ON DESKS AND BATHROOM WALLS?
WELL, COME WRITE ON THE BETAS!
IT’S GRAFFITI ON SATURDAY.

-HALLOWEEN MOVIES-SAT. NOV 1CREEPSHOW-9:15 INVISIBLE MAN-7:00
ONLY $1.50 AT CHUM ASH AUD.
TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE
This weeks midnight movie at the Fre
mont Oct 31 & Nov 1. Wear a costume
and win great prizes!! Another exclusive
from Bruhaha.

5th A N N U A r~
BLOOD DRIVE
Sponsored by PHI KAPPA PSI
Thursday Oct. 30 9:00-2:00
In Cal Poly’s Chumash Auditorium

BETA THETA PI - CONGRATULATION ON
YOUR INSTALLATION SIGMA CHI
DELTA SIGMA PHI INITIATES
Good Luck and remember to look
both ways before you cross the
street. Pam Poppenhagen and the
active Little Sisters.

WANTED: 17 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE
SERIUS ABOUT LOSING 10-29 lbs in
30 days. lOOVt guaranteed 481-1128

Apple Imagewriter Printer $175/OBO
Apple 1200 Baud Modem $125 OBO
Amdek Color Monitor $75 543-3969
BEAUTIFUL MAPLE POCKING CHAIR
$135 OR BEST OFFER. 925-4140
FUTON PLATFORMS: custom built for
your futon:from $70 Rich 772-7420
NAGEL Print CN5 NEVER FRAMED Coll
item 450/OBO 5433315 5433158
19" COLOR TV NEED $s QUICK!
$130 OBO JENA 543^787

Another year, and I'm still here. For typ
ing, call Susie, 528-7805.
COMPUT-IT 544-6420. Top quality word
processing for resumes, term papers,
senior projects with state-of-the-art
laser printing at reasonable prices!

67 VW BAJA $600. SCOTT 5412199,543-8637. LEAVE MESSAGE.

EXPERIENCED CAL POLY TYPIST.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 543-0550.
FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS CALL
BONNIE, 543-0520, EVES.
OVERNIGHT SERVICE, usually
$1.50/pg typical, Leslie 549-9039.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. CALL SANDY
EVES6-9PM 544-3376
R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
(Rona) M-Sat, 9am-6pm,by appt, 544-2591.

Alpha Phi’s get excited for a
night on the nile.
Tau Beta Pi Actives & Initiates
turn in Resumes in UU Box 138
before Nov. 7.

JILL Z.-You’re the greatest!
Kay Dee loves you and so do I.
Can’t wait to tell you who I am!
Love, Your Big Sis

To the party crew at Mimi’s-the
brownies were great! Let’s skip
and go naked sometime soon!

Get Your Goblins

PRE-VETINFO.
NIGHT NOV 5

EX:Thanks for a great TG! Looking
forward to DDays!Love,the ZETAS

RESUME, PAPERS, PROJECTS, WORD
PROCESSING DONE IN SO CTY CON-SHA’S OFFICE SUPPLY PISMO BCH
773-5851 DAYS 489-0724 EVE
USE R COMPUTERS Word Processing
Service With Laser Printer. Near
Typeset Quality. Resumes $18,
Reports $15 per hour 544-7676
WORDPROCESSING-Papers, Theses,
Senior Projects. 549-0833

-ATTENTION3 LONELY GIRLS, LOOKING FOR A 4th.
SHARE A ROOM IN A NICE BIG
HOUSE! 549-0563
F RMT NEEDED 215/month, own rm,
util, paid, turn, house 773-5047
FTO SHARE FURN APT ONLY $156
5 MIN WALK TO POLY 544-6857.
FEMALE WANTED Ig rm, yds from Poly
avbl now! 173/mocall 544-1451
ROOMMATE needed to share
bedroom in furnished condo
$200/mo Gordon 544-8831.

mstr.

SHARE A ROOM TO RENT AVAILABLE
NOW ONLY $225 CLOSE TO POLY
FEMALE ONLY CALL MICHELE 546-9344.

THE SPINDLE RESTAURANT IS LOOK
ING FOR ENERGETIC, HARD WORKING
PERSON. HOURS:11-5:30,TUES,THURS,S
AT & SUN MUST BE AVAILABLE TO
WORK OVER X-MAS VACATION.APPLY
AFTER 3:00, ASK FOR JANICE OR NAN
CY.

WANTED: F to rent own room in fantastic
4 bdrm house dwntn call 544-4051 for
details.

WORK STUDY STUDENTS NEEDED
A C C O U N TIN G /G E N E R A L
O F F IC E
SKILLS PREFERRED 10-15 HRS PER
WEEK DESIRED
HRS FLEXIBLE WITH SCHOOL SCHED
ULE

CHARMING, SUPER CLEAN, 2 BEDROM
HOME, CLOSE TO POLY & DOWNTOEN
BY OWNER. CALL 543-6911
THROWING AWAY RENT $.DONT! InvesTt
or buy a home/condo.Call for list of SLO
homos. Kent Mazzia, 544-5777.
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A S I asks

PR O P. 61
From page 1

□ The compensation of all
other elected officials and state
employees could not be more
than 80 percent of the governor’s
salary, or $64,000.
□ Public agencies could not
pay individuals under contract
more than 80 percent of the gov
ernor’s salary or more than $75
per hour, except for “ special cir
cumstances’’ which are undefined
in the initiative.
□ Public
officials
and
employees would be prohibited
from carrying over vacation and
*fick leave from one calendar year
to another.
The salary limits would direct
ly affect about 7,000 judges,
educators,
physicians,
pro
secuting attorneys and ad
ministrative officials who already
make $64,000 or more a year.
Currently, state and local gov
ernments have the power to set
salaries and fringe benefits of

elected officials and public
employees without voter ap
proval. Proposition 61 would re
quire the public’s vote.
Proposition 61 would save an
estimated $125 million at both
the state and local levels, accor
ding to J ohn Vi ckerman,
legislative analyst.

^

California
elections

¥ J
kJI

However, the savings could be
outweighed by costs involving
the proposal’s effect on gov
ernmental efficiency resulting
from pay limits.
According to Vickerman, an
important immediate and long
term effect of the initiative
would be its impact on the ability
to hire and retain qualified and
experienced employees.

HEY! MEAL TICKET
PAYMENTS ARE DUE
NOVEMBER 14, 1986!
*MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO THE
CAL POLY FOUNDATION
♦BRING YOUR CHECK TO THE
FOUNDATION CASHIER OR DEPOSIT
YOUR PAYMENT IN ONE OF THE TWO
DROP BOXES NEAR THE SiVAK STOP
AND THE FOUNDATION BUSINESS

“ We have had a long and dif
ficult task of trying to get public
employee salaries anywhere near
that of the private sector,’’ said
Dominic Perello, economics pro
fessor. “ I don’t see how anyone
with half a mind would want to
work for the government if they
knew the restrictions on pay.’’
Tom Ward of the California
State Employees Association
agrees. “ If Prop. 61 passes, the
state would lose guards at
prisons, highway patrolmen and
other necessary services.’’
Gann responded to these con
cerns in the June 5 issue of
Mustang Daily. “ If people feel
they can do so well to get along
better in the private enterprise
system, why then, we’ll sacrifice
and try to get along without
them.’’
Some opponents of Proposition
61 feel the initiative has no
chance of passing, but Ward is
concerned that it might.

“ People said Prop. 13 wouldn’t
pass and it did, so I’m working
hard to get rid of 61,’’ he said.
“ I’m afraid that non-state
workers will vote against us. The
average salary in California is
$15,000 a year and to them
$64,000 is just a dream.’’
Ted Costa, an assistant to
Gann, responded to this issue by
saying that the People’s Ad
vocate Inc. is only asking people
who make less than $40,000 a
year to vote for the measure, and
that people who make more than
that can do what they want.
In a Los Angeles Times poll
conducted Oct. 11 to 15, 990
registered voters were asked how
they would vote on Proposition
61. The results were: yes, 31 per
cent; no, 57 percent; undecided,
12 percent.
In September polls were closer:
yes, 40 percent; no, 49 percent;
undecided, 11 percent.

Kodak
Color
Processing
A sk for

OFFICE.
Changes in meal plans may be requested by
completing a meal change request form
available at the Foundation Cashier. Change
forms due by November 14, 1986.

ROSS
JEWELERS
THE OtAMONO STORE
OF SAN LUlSOetSPO

Largest selection
of Engagement
and Wedding sets
in the county.

t
ROLEX
ROSS
JEWELERS

(Rings enlarged to show detail)

At the corner of Chorro & Higuera 543*6364
Owner. Larry Van Gundy

The Wedding Ring Professionals
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for help
in funding
election
By Jennifer Smagala
Staff Writer

Student leaders requested that
Cal Poly President Warren Baker
give students $800 to pay ex
penses for the athletics referen
dum election to be held Nov. 4
and 5.
The referendum calls for a $4
student fee increase to help sup
port athletic scholarships.
According the ASI President
Kevin Swanson, the money will
be used to print the ballots and
hire the League of Women voters
to oversee the election.
The Student Senate requested
that Swanson approach Baker
for the money because of budget
constraints. Currently, the stu
dent government is running at a.
$100,000 deficit because of an
increase in insurance costs which
were not budgeted for, he said.
Swanson said the election was
not budgeted for last year
because the task force resear
ching the referendum had not
come out with their recommen
dation to Baker in time to in
clude the referendum in the
budgeting process.
The money will come from the
president’s discretionary ac
count, said Swanson. In a memo,
Howard West, associate execu
tive vice president, requested
that A1 Amaral, executive direc
tor of the Foundation, send the
money for the election to ASI
right away. If the money is not
received in time for the election,
Swanson is confident the ASI
Election Committee fund could
cover costs if it is reimbursed.
“ Asking for this money was
not a conflict of interest, because
it was to conduct the election
and not pay for the information
campaign; they are two different
things,’’ Swanson said.

ATHLETICS
From page 1

There are people and alumni
out there who don’t know stu
dents are in need, Gibson said. “ 1
have a friend who is an alumni
making $40,000 a year. He lives
in Arroyo Grande and has never
been asked to contribute a
dime,’’ he said.
The Administration is assum
ing that because they tried
fund-raising once and it didn’t
work, it will not work anymore,
Gibson said. “ These people are
glossing over their efforts. They
-should seek a fund-raising con
sultant before they start taxing
the students,’’ Gibson said.
If the referendum passes, stu
dents will have a majority of
representation on the Athletic
Advisory Commission, which
makes decisions regarding
allocations of Athletic Depart
ment funds, Rembao said.
According to Gibson, the
athletes are stuck in the middle
of a university that is not willing
to develop an adequate program.
ASI has so far refused to take
a public stand on the referendum.

